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Autumn Leaves
by Ellis Milton
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My Granny
by Matthew Stoppard
Today I am sitting in bed, snoozing.
I wake up.
My sister is there.
My mum is there.
My dad is there.
But not Granny.
Granny sadly whisked off in her arm chair
with rocket boosters,
And
Two parrots to help her talk,
Two elephants to help her sit up,
Four ostriches to help her instead of legs.
No legs.
No body.
No hands.
No head.
Just Granny.
She went up high until her arm chair disappeared
and there came Charlie Chocolate's elevator.
No idea why.
Just Charlie Chocolate Factory's Elevator.
''Where do you think Granny's gone?''
everyone shouted below.
''Has Granny gone to ‘powder her nose’?'' 1.
But up high, her nose would bang into a cloud!
So probably not.
She has gone up to the moon
and found a new type of cheese.
She has gone to have coffee with an alien and with me.
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We talk about how we could stop cancer
and how we could stop the sugar and coffee getting away from us,
because there is no gravity.
We play a game of uno, 2.
But the alien keeps throwing the cards into his nostrils to make himself look silly.
We juggle cheese,
But then a moon rocket,
with evil looting, bandage snatching, toilet roll holder,
(in Ebay and Amazon for only £500)
Appears.
Then Granny gets knocked off her chair
and we zoom back into some memories,
(except for the alien and moon rocket, who needed to powder their noses). 1.
''I just thought I drank some tea, which was not liquorice and peppermint,'' 3.
said I to Granny.
The memory in particular we zoomed to,
was the Italian Restaurant,
you know,
in London.
Me and Sarah and my dad and my mum
were just about to go into the Italian restaurant.
Granny was inside.
It was Uncle Michael's Birthday.
I laughed with Granny as I tried to change the memory:
I ran round the corner
and thought I would have fun
and pretend not to go in.
Granny and I ran to Budgens 4.
to buy some chewing gum
to stick under the tables at the restaurant. 5.
Everyone chased after us,
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as well as the bin and Budgens,
running around us twice,
like a helter skelter....
I made a smiley face under the table
with my chewing gum.
We were having so much fun, that we forgot we were in a memory....
Zooming back to the real memory at the restaurant,
we had yummy pizzas.
It was a special time.
Then we went back into an even earlier memory from before:
Back at Uncle Michael's flat,
Grandad filled a big glass of champagne rather full.
But Uncle Michael went to the kitchen and found a little glass specially for Granny.
Granny liked to have a small glass to drink from. 6.
Foot Notes:
1.
Granny used to say ‘’I am going to powder my nose’’, when she needed to go
to the loo.
2.
Uno is a really fun card game. Have you played it?
It is one of Sarah and Matthew's favourite games.
3.
Liquorice and Peppermint tea, is the one of the only teas Sarah and Matthew
like to drink.
Granny never tried this tea in real life.
4.
Budgens was the local store Matthew used to walk to at his old house.
5.
Granny would never in a million years, have done this in real life.
6.
Granny’s favourite tipple was Baby Sham, but she only liked to drink a very tiny
amount of any alcoholic drink
Matthew chose to write his story about Granny, in the style of:

My Henry, by Judith Kerr
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Through charming verse and glowing illustrations, Judith Kerr takes us on a magical
and moving journey, that proves love really does conquer everything.
A truly special picture book destined to be loved and treasured by children and adults
alike for years to come.
‘’It's things we've never tried before
That are the greatest fun,
Like riding on a dinosaur,
Which I had never done.’’
Married couples are used to little trips together. Henry's wife can see no reason why
they should stop, just because one of them is no longer around.
In fact she can't help going a little bit over the top, imagining all sorts of wonderful
outings, including dinosaur rides and dolphin drawn water ski sessions. In the end
however, even the most magical and exotic daydreams can never quite compare to
their past everyday life together.
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Street Art
by Hugo Earl
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Poems

By Sarah Stoppard
WHISPER
It seemed the woods were whispering
A long and forgotten song.
The branches they were whistling
And leaves were singing along.
The boughs high above the silent passers by
Silently were singing
Their secret song up high.

LOST

They disappeared over the horizon
Out of view it seemed.
Lost forever in darkness
Darkness and dreams.
Away to the east the sun was rising in the sky
I hoped it would bring back
The lost thing of mine.
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NATURE

The dappled sun surrounding
The grassy meadow deep.
The twittering birds songs
Travel on the wind.
Bunnies hop about
Around the dappled grass
But amongst the beauty of the scene
Terrible secrets have passed.

DARKNESS

Darkness spreads through alleys and crooks,
Around corners, under doors;
Blowing out candles in its wake;
Spreading lies and discomfort
Through silent sleepers in their beds.
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Home Ed is Awesome
by Ben Shaw-Young
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Mickey Mouse through the Ages
by Rio Welsh
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The Hut

by Acey Squire

Chapter 1
A ltasar was soaring in the clouds. Now Altasar was not a man with wings, a bird or a
plane he was a dragon. He had four great wings two on his shoulders and two on his
tail. He also had three claws on each hile(Feet) and indeed sharp ones they were. Now
Altasar’s greatest want in all the world was to have to power to change into any kind
of animal when he pleased.

And here’s how he did it.
One day Altasar was flying when suddenly something grabbed his hile but it was too
high for an animal to reach him. He looked down and a massive chain was wrapped
around his ankle. Dragon catchers had caught him! Alarmed Altasar breathed fire at
the chain but even the hottest fire could not melt that chain. He found himself
plummeting down to the field of catchers where the dragon catchers stayed. He saw
a massive stone building which he did not know the name of but one thing he did
know was that the things that pulled him down -the catchers - were called winches.
Altasar could see other dragons. He could see the catchers were spearing these
dragons. Then Altasar breathed fire at these people but they survived it because they
had fireproof armour that also could resist the hottest flame. Then Altasar landed. He
knew he would be staying here for the rest of his life. One hour later he was in his
prison of forever. He roared and breathed fire but it was no use, Altasar was staying
here for the rest of his life and there was nothing he could do.
Over the next few days Altasar learned a lot.
1. Altasar learned that the stone building was called THE HUT.
2. Altasar learned that all dragons were allowed to fly free for half an hour a day
while being still chained.
3. Altasar learned that the catchers' armour might be fire proof but that did not
mean it was indestructible.
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One day he saw a dragon being speared. Altasar roared in sadness. Then the
dragon that was being speared lashed out at the dragon catchers sending a few
flying. Then the most awful thing happened, the catchers killed the dragon that
lashed at them.

End of chapter.
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Stephenson’s Rocket
by Joshi
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Poems
by Joshi
It's summer time
It's Summertime can you see
The flowers creeping up on me
And the cheeky Badger popping out
And the water down the water spout
It's summertime can you see
The flowers creeping up on me
And the juicy apples on the tree
And bananas for my tea, yummy!
Blue
Blue is the ocean, blue is the sky
Yellow is the sun that shines up high
Green is the grass that antelopes eat
And orange is the colour that lives down my street
By Joshi age 6
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Pokemon
by Isaac Turner
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Warrior Cats
by Felix Amos

This is an extract from a book I am writing which is inspired by the
Warriors books by Erin Hunter. It is about wild cats that live together in
clans and fend for themselves, hunting their own food without any help
from ‘two-legs’ (humans) who are more often than not their enemies. Each
clan has a leader, a deputy and a medicine cat that treats sick and injured
cats. In this world, the clans all follow the same set of rules called the
Warrior Code. This says that every cat must be loyal to their own clan and
defend it even with their own life. Cats become apprentices (or paws) and
train to become warriors under the guidance of a mentor. Elders are
treated always with care and respect. Cats from each clan meet together
every full moon to share news and socialise. Sometimes friendships form
between cats of different clans but the Warrior Code does not encourage
this. Apart from the formal Gatherings each clan keeps within its own
borders and will fiercely defend their territory against incursions by
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other clans. Sometimes, peace in the forest the clans share is
shattered……
Chapter 3
Cresspaw was awoken to the sound of coughs and splutters.
“Go to the medicine den already Archpaw, it might be something serious.”
Archpaw and his siblings, Daisypaw and Dawnpaw, were born shortly after
Cresspaw, they treated each other like kin.
“Ok, ok,” Archpaw said hoarsely.
Cresspaw stepped out of the apprentice den to find most cats coughing.
She was surprised to see their medicine cat, Limepool, who was usually so
calm, rushing around in a panic. Cresspaw asked tentatively whether she
could help. Before she knew it, she was out looking for poppy seeds.
Cresspaw finally got some peace and quiet when she got back to her nest.
She couldn’t believe how good she felt helping so many of her clanmates.
Cresspaw drifted into sleep dreaming about a certain WindClan apprentice
she had met at the recent Gathering.
The sound of excited chatter woke her up and she went to inspect what
was happening. She saw a huddle of many ShadowClan warriors
“What’s happening dad?” Cresspaw questioned.
“The first battle of the war is about to commence,” Ashstar said with a
hint of doubt in his voice.
“A-a- a-against WindClan?” Cresspaw stuttered.
“Yes, are you ok Cresspaw?”
“I need to go,” Cresspaw said curtly.
She rushed out of the camp through the secret exit in the apprentice
den. She had to warn WindClan she couldn’t let her friend Tenderpaw go
up against the brutes of ShadowClan.
“Why does my clan have to be so bloodthirsty?”
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After a difficult trek, Cresspaw staggered into the WindClan camp. Out
of breath, she shouted,
“Shadowclan are coming to attack!”
Stainstar, the WindClan leader yowled: “Protect the apprentices and
defend the nursery, it’s the only chance we’ve got.”
She heard the rumble of paws thumping against the earth. She had to
hide herself before anyone could find out she had helped. Pelting into the
nursery, she could hear the worried mewing of kit and mother.
“I helped, promise you’ll hide me” Cresskit pleaded to the mother.
She shoved herself under a pile of leaves and twigs. She could see
through the entrance of the nursery the horror that ensued. Fadefur the
ShadowClan deputy was darting ever closer with a hint of menace and
enjoyment in his eyes. Cresspaw was horrified to see Fadefur ripping
through the kits in a matter of seconds. He finally came to the mother as
Cresspaw came to her senses and darted out of her hiding place to create
a distraction. She couldn’t let the mother die so she sprinted towards the
exit of the camp trying to get out of this nightmare.
She was so horrified from what she had just seen, she couldn’t even think
about where she was going. She just let her paws carry her. Before she
knew it, she was right at the ThunderClan border. She slumped down
feeling so miserable and horrified with what her clan had done. She could
smell another cat coming closer and closer. After everything she had
experienced that night, the last thing she wanted was to have a fight. She
realised it was just another apprentice, her friend Hazelpaw of
ThunderClan with his tail down looking miserable.
She had many hours of conversation with Hazelpaw before she fell asleep.
Her dream was to be no less exciting than what had occurred in the
waking world. She saw visions of her healing many cats with poppy seeds
to cobwebs to catmint to marigold. She then knew her destiny was to be a
medicine cat…..
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Free Spirit is a collection of writing and art by home educated children
based in Somerset and surrounding counties.
It is published by Taunton Home Education. We are hoping to publish a
couple of issues a year.
We welcome submissions of children’s wonderful creations at any time –
please type up any writings or photograph art and other works and email
to tauntonhomeeducation@gmail.com.

